Radix VISO TeacherView
A cloud-based classroom management solution equipped with a built-in video conference
system, enabling remote, local or hybrid learning in a click of a button.
Providing teachers with the tools they need to have a seamless experience of a traditional
physical classroom virtually, share your screen, video camera and whiteboard in lecturer
mode or group collaboration, remotely monitor and assist students in real-time.

Main features













Remote at home, local at school or hybrid classrooms
Share teacher or student screens and video camera
Distribute content and share websites
Use multi-user whiteboard for collaborative learning
Respond silently to electronic “hand raises”
View thumbnails of students’ screens in real-time
Work alongside or remotely take control of screens
Keep students on-task and apply device usage policies
Lock screens to maximize attention and minimize distractions
Limit access by blacklisting and whitelisting websites and apps
Conduct surveys and quizzes
Synchronize with Google Classroom

And much more!
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Cloud-based virtual classroom
A cloud-based platform that is built to scale. Allow
teachers to teach and students to learn remotely and
have the same seamless experience of a traditional
physical classroom environment.






Share your screen, video camera and whiteboard in
lecturer mode or group collaboration
Virtually "walk" between all students and see their
screens and faces in real-time
Discretely assist students that need your help
Respond to hand raise
Engage in a 1:1 video session with a student

Built for collaboration and instruction






Share screen between teacher and students
Establish visual and vocal communication
Bring one student's screen to the front
Set and coordinate all devices on one platform
Simultaneously launch apps and play, stop or
skip videos for a synchronized experience
Permit, block or lock certain apps
Apply kiosk modes, policy and settings
Share interactive virtual whiteboards,
websites, surveys and quizzes
Transfer and collect files simultaneously
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Remote administration platform
Optional full MDM capabilities such as:








Manage school-owned or BYOD devices
Provide one-on-one remote assistance
Distribute software and updates
Set geofence perimeters and triggers
Send messages and alerts to all devices
Create asset and usages reports
Create and enforce school policies

Take collaborative learning to the next level
With VISO TeacherView Classroom Management,
teachers can easily manage their class’s learning on
school or BYOD devices, remote at home, local at school
or hybrid classrooms. Teachers can monitor student
activities and evaluate performance in real-time, share
any screen, provide individual or group assistance and
implement collaborative learning methodologies.

Radix VISO TeacherView – a remote virtual classroom that feels local
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